All IEEE Reliability Society (RS) Chapters and IEEE Sections are encouraged to take advantage of the RS Distinguished Lecturer (DL) program for speakers for their regular or special meetings. We have selected an outstanding list of speakers who are experts in their fields. The Society and host organization together share reasonable speaker’s expenses for economy-class travel with the ability to reserve seating, lodging and meals. Reimbursement for the Speaker’s expenses involving travel by the Society is limited to up to half of total expenses but no more than $750. The inviting (host) organization is expected to match 50% of the Speaker’s expenses covered by RS and are responsible for anything above the combined RS (maximum $750) match of the host organization original request of the Society.

RS Speaker list is below. If you would like to add a speaker to the list, contact the DL coordinator, L.arellano@ieee.org to determine if speaker can be added.

Funding request form is below. Please verify Speaker’s availability and approvals, before committing to the presentation. Number of DL programs funded per year is limited and subject to denial for the calendar year when funds have been committed.

For more information, contact DL coordinator, L.arellano@ieee.org.